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such a foe, scorn such a foe,
Though I could end thee at a blow,
Though I could end thee at a blow,
Poor vict-ory,
to conquer thee,
Or
glo-

- ry in thy o-

ver-throw.

Honor and arms—scorn

such a foe, scorn such—
a foe.

Though I could
end thee at a blow, Though I could end thee at a blow,

Poor victory, to conquer thee, Poor victory, to conquer thee, Or glory, Or glory in thy overthrow,

Or
glory, or glory, or glory in thy overthrow.
Vanquish a slave that is half slain; So mean a triumph I disdain, So mean a triumph I disdain,

I disdain. Vanquish a slave that is half slain; So